A Legal Defense
Five Mobile Security
Tactics for Legal Firms
Smartphones can help law firm employees stay connected, respond
faster, and access legal briefs and other client data on-the-go. But
that data is highly sensitive, and a lost or hacked device can have
massive repercussions on a law firm's reputation and revenue.

Here are five key tactics that IT leaders at law firms should
be using to mitigate mobile security risks while still giving
their attorneys the productivity tools they need.

1
Security Awareness Training
Frequent training helps raise awareness of mobile security risks,
ensuring policies and procedures are in place to protect client data.

MOBILE
SECURITY
RISKS

60%

12%

of legal IT managers say
careless employees are their
biggest security threat.1

38%
provide education
only once at new
hire orientation.3

of law firms have no
security awareness
education program.2

2
Favor Corporate-issued Devices
A corporate-issued approach allows easier mobile management and
ensures that all devices that access client data meet key security criteria.

32%
of law firms take a
BYOD approach.4

Not every
smartphone is
created equal. In
a recent Gartner
report comparing
mobile platforms,
Samsung Knox
received the most
"Strong" ratings.6

68%

provide
smartphones to
their attorneys.5

3
Enterprise Mobility Management
Tools Are Essential

71%

of law firms are already using
MDM solutions;7 those that aren't
are putting their firms at risk.

Remotely
lock or wipe
lost devices

Prevent access
to risky apps
and websites

Effective
MDM solutions
provide the
ability to:

Enforce
authentication
pass code
requirements

Keep track of
devices across
the firm

4
Deploy a "Container" to Separate
Personal and Professional Data
Containerization solutions create a separate, encrypted area on the
device that is insulated from personal web-surfing and app use.

PERSONAL
DATA

PROFESSIONAL
DATA

With containerization solutions, even if
a device is hacked, the most sensitive
and important legal data is protected.

Samsung's Knox Workspace container
integrates closely with leading MDM
solutions for easy management.

5
Manage Apps Strategically

25%
of apps include
at least one
security flaw.8

App
App

Use enterprise application
management tools like
those available in Google
Play for Work to:
Provision core legal
and productivity apps
on all devices, and
blacklist risky apps

Deploy custom-built
or licensed applications
to the specific user
groups who need them

Samsung's latest Galaxy smartphones come
with the Knox platform built in, providing a
defense-grade mobile security platform that
protects devices from the hardware layer up.
Knox also encompasses a range of device
management and security tools including:

Knox
Workspace
for data
separation

Knox
Premium for
cloud-based
device
management

Find out more about Samsung's secure mobile solutions
for legal professionals at: samsung.com/legal
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Knox Mobile
Enrollment
for easy
enrollment to
your MDM

